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Section 1

MAKE IT
HAPPEN

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

YOU DESERVE GREAT SERVICE
Don’t settle or stay stuck with the wrong support.
Frustrated with only reactive

support, tech only fixing what was
already broken? Looking for
proactive service to monitor and fix
BEFORE it’s an issue?

your data backups or disaster
recovery preparedness or strategy
to ensure your ability to return to
full functionality if a disaster occurs?

Longing for help with high-level

You just want the problem fixed the
first time, anything else is just
irritating.

Tired of poor vendor

Nothing is more infuriating than
receiving surprise invoices for
things that should be covered.

IT strategy and planning or finding
better solutions to issues that have
just come to be the norm?
management? Everyone is
pointing the finger, and no one is
taking responsibility to fix the issue?
It is incredibly disappointing
when you want to talk to a live
person, and you must leave a
message witha machine, unsure if
anyone even got your message or when
they will call back? Eager to experience
live, friendly, knowledgeable technicians to
get you through any IT issue?

GET WHAT YOU
PAY FOR
Make sure you are
receiving true value
and quality from the
products and services
you are paying for…
The only concern
you should have is
remembering your
password, allowing you
to run your business.
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No confidence in the state of

Worried about your security

because you have collegues who
have been hacked or breached?
Unsure if you have the best
protection in place? Need training for you
and your staff on what to look our for and
how to stay safe?

ONSITE OR
REMOTE
You deserve a
committed partner.
24 x7 support with live,
friendly specialists who
will always be there
for you, whether you
need them onsite or
remotely, in the office
or working from home.

EXPERTS IN THE
FIELD
You deserve
specialists, IT experts
who understand the
day to day technology
challenges faced in
your industry, with
service offerings
designed specifically
for a business like
yours.
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IT’S SIMPLE

When we say simple, we mean it, because simplicity has real business value.
We know how easy it is for technology to become complicated and overwhelming.
That’s why we pride ourselves on keeping our process simple and transparent.
Everyone will be on the same page and you’ll know exactly what solutions you’re
getting and why.
We don’t speak geek, and we’re friendly and outgoing, so you won’t hesitate to
reach out to us, anytime. This open communication allows us to maintain a healthy,
long-term partnership, so we can continually meet your needs for mutual success.

It Starts with a 12 min Call

We want to learn about you and your business, how you need your technology
to operate, and the direction you are heading. We will then perform an honest
assessment of your current network and systems to determine what may or may not
be needed to help you reach your goals.

Identify Your Network Needs

Our in-depth, unbiased analysis of your current IT infrastructure will provide us with
a comprehensive understanding of your existing environment and will pinpoint the
strengths we can leverage and the weaknesses we can improve to lay out a clear road
map for strategic development.

We’ve Got a Plan!

Once we have a solid understanding of your technology and business goals, we will
devise a detailed strategy to implement your custom solutions to best achieve the
goals outlined in the assessment. Our proposal is our promise that we will deliver the
solution that addresses and solve your IT needs.

Plan Execution

This is the fun part! Once you’ve signed off, we get right to work! Seamlessly
implementing and testing the agreed-upon solutions so you can immediately enjoy
the benefits and achieve your objectives more efficiently. Our goal is to make your
business successful… because when you are successful, so are we!

Ongoing Support | Maintaining the Relationship

Now that everything is working perfectly, we’ll make sure it stays that way. Our 24/7
real-time optimization lets you forget about IT and focus on growth. We will provide
you with reliable, high-quality IT support no matter what. From cyber-security threat to
run-of-the-mill tech questions, we are there to make IT work for you.
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CHANGE IS EASY - 6 STEPS
TO AMAZING IT SUPPORT

ARE WE A FIT FOR
EACH OTHER
•
•

Initial phone call with contact
Initial meeting with client

IT’S A FIT

•
•
•

Deposit Invoice Sent
Receipt of Deposit
The magic begins

GETTING TO KNOW
EACH OTHER
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Audit scheduled with
client
Internal Audit review meeting
Initial Audit delivered to client
Proposal Delivered
Signed Proposal received

ONBOARDING WITH
YOUR NEW IT PARTNER
•
•
•
•
•

Security change checklist
New equipment installed
Backup installed/configured
Offsite backup begins
Cleanweb endpoint protection
started

SETUP SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

Introductory call with service
manager
Client security/Vendor info
questionnaire
Contact client with timeline
Review project guidelines and
specifications
Setup onboarding date

MOVING FORWARD
•
•
•
•

Ongoing support initiated
Regular maintenance visits
scheduled
CIO reviews begin
Long term projects and
updates scheduled
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11 REASONS WHY

You Deserve Great IT Support

Here are some of the reasons our clients choose Braver Technology

1

You need someone who will be there for you.
For over 30 Years Braver Technology have been solving It issues for Eastern
Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Our origins date back to the very ﬁrst personal
computers. Chances are if you have an issue, we have seen it before.

You want to talk to someone now

2

We always have a live person answering the phone. When you have an emergency,
you don’t want to leave a message and hope someone gets back to you. You need
to talk to someone right away. We always have a team of people in our oﬃce ready
to answer the phone. Our average time to answer the phone is under 2 rings.

You want more than just our word
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When we say we will be there for you we mean it. We need to prove ourselves
EVERYTIME we walk through your door. But what does that really mean? That
means if you are not happy with us for any reason you can cancel our agreement.
No lengthy contract terms to wait out, no legal paperwork to ﬁll out. We shake
hands and stay friends. That’s it.

You don’t want surprise invoices
Our Priority Care is simple and straight forward. You have a problem, we ﬁx it,
$

that’s it. For a ﬂat monthly fee you have unlimited support from a senior IT staﬀ that
is ready to help you. We won’t send you unexpected invoices for things that you
think should have been covered. If it was working and stopped working, we will ﬁx it.

You need your data to be safe
The most important assets of your company are stored on your computer systems.
You need to know that it will always be there and always be available. We monitor
our client’s backups live in our oﬃce. But we go even further than that. Our
engineers have a trust but verify approach to backups. We perform test restores on
your data regularly.
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Your users expect their computers to work when they need them
Our ReadyVault Quickstart product line protects our clients from the business
downtime associated with some of the worst scenarios possible. We measure the
response time for bringing your system back online in minutes not hours or days.
Your oﬃce is back in business and working.

You want real engineers that are really in the US
We do not outsource our engineering staﬀ ever. When you call our oﬃce you talk
to real engineers that are really based in our oﬃce. We know who the Patriots, Red
Sox, Celtics and Bruins are. We know you because we are you.

You want to see someone at your oﬃce
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There are many IT companies who try to solve everything remotely. They save
money and hire lower level engineers. Sometimes the fastest resolution to a
problem is to ﬁx it remotely. However sometimes you just really need an engineer
onsite to ﬁx the problem. If the fastest solution to the problem is to get to your site
we will be there. Our goal is to get the issue resolved in the quickest way possible.

You want the right solution for you not us
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We do not have anyone on our staﬀ on commission or client based incentives.
When you speak to anyone on our team from sales to engineering to admin you
are assured they are in your best interest. How do we do this? Our entire staﬀ is
incentivized on client feedback not revenue or any other ﬁnancial based metric. Our
sales team ﬁnds the right product for you even if it’s from another vendor.

You need to talk to someone who has experience right away
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Most IT companies will start the call processing with low skilled engineers and
then escalate the issue up. This process will save them money but it will cost you
time. All of our engineers are Level II or higher. That means you talk to a high level
engineer every time right away. What does a Level II engineer mean? That means
every technician you speak with has the ability to completely build and deploy a
server if needed. No escalation means faster resolution.

You want a complete team not just a few people

11
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Braver has a complete staﬀ to take care of your needs. You know the pain of
dealing with smaller organizations. You can never get through or have to wait for
help when you need it the most. We have a fully staﬀed support desk, over ﬁfteen
engineers, a ﬁeld staﬀ, a sales staﬀ, and admin staﬀ. Whether you need a quick
quote for a PC, a complete new server or just a password reset, you have a full
team ready to help.
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ASK OUR CLIENTS

Even after 30+ years in business our goal is always to form long lasting
partnerships with our clients. We are successful when they are successful.
Here are just a few of the amazing testimonials they have sent over about their
experiences working with us. We are happy to provide you with references upon
request.
THEY TRULY GIVE OUR ORGANIZATION PERSONAL SERVICE.

Braver technology gives me peace of mind knowing there is constant monitoring and someone, personally,
to watch over the computer ills of today! We have been with braver for over 20 years. They truly give our
organization personal service and excellent response time for crisis calls! If you are deciding, i recommend
anyone to “get over the fence and use braver!” I could not say a single negative comment about braver and
the staff! Alex Corbet

WE LOVE THAT PRIORITY CARE GIVES US FIXED COST.

We don’t have to worry about how many tickets you open and how much that might cost. I like the way you
can reach any of our users and get on their pc to solve the issue immediately. We have been using Braver
for 30 years and there is a reason for that. Sean Murphy

BRAVER HELPS US MOVE OUR BUSINESS FORWARD.

Braver gives us peace of mind knowing that our servers are properly backed up, have all the latest updates
installed, have solid antimalware protection, and knowing that I have an expert technical resource available
when I am unable to resolve computer or network difficulties myself. Braver Technology delivers high quality
expert technical support. Response time when I open a ticket is very responsive, so technical difficulties
are quickly resolved. The staff at Braver Technology is very friendly, professional, and demonstrates a high
degree of technical knowledge in the computer and networking arenas. Braver Technology has worked
closely with us and our ERP technical partners to guide us in the selection of the servers which would best
satisfy the requirements of our new ERP software system and of our network in general. Braver helps us
move our business forward. Carl Camelo, Jr.

BRAVER IS MORE PERSONALLY ENGAGED AT EVERY LEVEL THAN OTHER IT
COMPANIES.

The Single biggest benefit with Braver is that we don’t worry about IT any more. Braver is more personally
engagedat every level than other IT companies. Without exception the staff is helpful and personable.
Because they take the time to know and understand us, they can resolve problems more efficiently and
make better recommendations. Once we Since going with braver, I sleep better at night. Chris Holmes

WHENEVER A PROBLEM HAS ARISEN BRAVER IS ALWAYS PROMPT.

Since moving to Priority Care, we feel secure 24/7 - our businesses are protected and being monitored
by professionals. We know that we can always call and someone will be there on the other end of the
phone to assist us. It’s also helpful to us and more efficient to only have one invoice monthly rather than
multiple. Braver not only responds efficiently, but takes the time and consideration to follow up to make sure
everything is running to our standards and working properly after whatever IT problem we were having has
been resolved. Every technician that we have dealt with has always been professional, respectful, and very
kind. If someone was on the fence about choosing Braver as their IT firm, I would tell them go for it!
Braver has always been there for us and made sure that we can run our businesses exactly how we want to.
Emily Hayes
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Section 2

SERVICE +
SUPPORT

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

A PLAN THAT WORKS FOR YOU
We understand that every business is different. We will take a deep dive
into your day-to-day operations and create a custom technology plan that
compliments what you do and how you do it.
We believe in avoiding problems altogether, and with our proactive monitoring
approach, this will happen. We watch over your network to detect and resolve
issues before they become a problem. Always being there for you, and we’re
always willing to do what it takes to help your staff. Our promise to your
business is to deliver high quality support, expert advice, and permanent
solutions no matter what.

BUSINESS
CONTINUITY
Natural disaster. Cyber-attack or losing a key
employee. Disruptions can happen. Having a strategy
ready to deal with challenging situations, so you can
continue to function with as little disruption as possible
includes planning for potential threats, analyzing the
impact on day-to-day operations, providing ways to
mitigate threats and putting in place a framework
to allow key functions to continue and getting you
restored and up and running swiftly.

INFORMATION
SECURITY
Cyber criminals are relentless in uncovering new ways
to exploit your business and steal your data. The only
way to combat these threats is to stay ahead of them
and keep vigilant. We have developed a multi-faceted
security solution to protect you from every angle.
Installing updates, managing upgrades, and monitoring
your exposure 24x7x365. Keeping you protected
against unauthorized access, use, misuse, disclosure,
destruction, modification, or disruption.
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BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION
Business communication is at the heart of any
company’s success. It affects everything from
employee contentment and customer relationships
to brand identity and net earnings.
Our communication platforms offer a variety of
features to allow you to effectively and efficiently,
communicate with clients, staff, and partners in
the modern business world. Our solutions will also
reduce costs and save your business money.

ENTERPRISE
SOLUTIONS
For a business to thrive and compete in today’s rapidly
changing environment, the technology model needs to
be a cost-effective, scalable, and highly collaborative
enterprise solution. De-signed to integrate into multiple
facets of your business and grow along with you.
Whether it’s software or hardware, we will provide you
with the solutions so that your technolo-gy does what
you need it to do.
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MANAGED SERVICES

Your technology shouldn’t be something you have to worry about all the time –
especially if it’s overly complicated and confusing. We take the technology you
need to run a successful business and make it simple for you. It’ll run the way you
need it to, without all the unnecessary complications. The only thing you will need
to worry about is remembering your password!

WHY MANAGED
SERVICES
Enlisting a Managed Services
Partner (MSP) will provide you
with a team of experts looking after
your network 24x7x365. Routinely
installing,
and
implementing
the latest applications, security
safeguards, and software to boost
employee productivity and keep
your data safe. Leaving you free to
focus on your day-to-day objectives
instead of dedicating resources to
managing/maintaining the network.
We will even work alongside your
existing IT staff, strengthening your
technological foothold to keep your
infrastructure running smoothly.
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REDUCE IT COSTS
Struggling to keep up with
technology
requirements
and
developments?
Implementing
provisional solutions to stay afloat
and support growth or changes in
the industry. The managed service
packages we offer were made with
small to medium-sized businesses
in mind. Paying one, small, flat-rate
fee per month - no nickel and
diming, surprise invoices, long-term
contracts! Managed services often
cost less than other solutions.
Having a dedicated team to resolve
obstacles before they cause issues
and downtime, saves money in the
long run.

TECHNOLOGY
STRATEGY
Taking regular strategic looks at
your technology and how all the
pieces operate collectively keeps
you ahead of your competitors.
Having experts to help evaluate,
consider, and take action on
items that align with your industry
best practices can provide you
with a solid framework to support
business goals. An MSP is an
essential resource to help develop
your technology strategy, provide
vendor management, recommend
new technology, review, and
maintain your IT infrastructure, and
provide key technology expertise
for implementation.

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

LEVEL 1 PRIORITY CARE
Proactive maintenance and security updates for your workstations, and
complete monitoring, 24x7x365 server patching and maintenance.
Proactive Managed Server Support

All-You-Can-Eat Helpdesk Support

Your servers are the heart of your IT Infrastructure.
Any downtime means a massive loss in productivity
for your end-users. Braver Technology’s Level 1
combines constant Server Monitoring with 24x7x365
proactive maintenance to prevent downtime and
maintain availability and stability. If your server goes
down, we know about it within minutes, and often take
action before the client calls us.

Your end-users’ time is best spent working for your
organization, not managing IT issues. We make it
simple by offering fast and reliable 24x7x365 support
for your users, as well as Proactive Desktop Remote
Management and Maintenance for your workstations.
Now your end-users don’t need to worry about
racking up bills whenever they need support .

FLAT RATE IT
easy to budget

NETWORK
ADMINISTRATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

Onsite + Remote Support
when you need it
Always Reach Live Friendly
Support (24x7 and Holidays too)
Dedicated Professional
Engineers + Technicians
Vendor Management
Periodic vCIO Reviews
Certified Partners with leading
technology companies,
enabling providing the highest
level of service and expertise

PROACTIVE
SERVICES

TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS

•

Network Monitoring (Over 300

•

•

Monthly On-Site + Remote
Server Inspection
Daily File/System Backup
Monitoring
Ready Vault Off-Site Backup,
QuickStart + Redundancy
Imaging
Monthly Restore Tests of
Backups
Phishing Testing + Training

•
•

•
•
•
•

Items Checked Realtime)

•
•
•
•

Technology Assesment +
Project Management
Email + Data Center Migration
Network + Wireless
Infrastructure
Storage + Disaster Recovery
Cloud + Virtual Solutions /
Microsoft O365
Telecommunication + Mobile
Device Management
Virus Prevention, Monitoring
and Removal

YOU HAVE A PROBLEM - WE HELP YOU FIX IT, THAT’S IT.
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THE BASICS

Level-1
Priority

HELP DESK SUPPORT
Dedicated, professional account managers + engineers

●

Automatic escalation for critical issues - All hands on deck for emergencies!

●

Redundant support when needed

●

Knowledged resource for questions and strategies

●

Real time alerts

●

Monthly network/system ‘scorecard’ reporting

●

Microsoft and Apple desktop operating systems

●

Microsoft office and leading third-party applications

●

E-mail applications and web browsers

●

Thin clients and virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) support

●

Hardware and network troubleshooting

●

Printer installation and connection support

●

User administration

●

Desktop performance problems (including Mobile phone and tablet network support)

●

Third party vendor partnership liason

●

Ordering and replacing warranty parts + installation of new hardware

●

Reverse user errors where possible (deleted files, corrupted files, etc.)

●

Loaner equipment (when available)

Available

Virus, malware + ransomware infection recovery

Available

CLOUD SERVICES
Microsoft 365 support

●

Cloud migration services

Available

Data center migration

Available

Virtual desktop | Desktops as a service (Daas)

Available

MANAGEMENT
Central configuration database (used to store information about hardware and software assets)

●

Manage named servers, desktops + printers

●

On-site + remote server inspection

●

Create new directories, shares and security groups, new accounts, disable/delete old accounts, manage policies

●

Determine logical directory structure, implement, map, and detail

●

Permissions, group and file system management

●

Project management (updates, add, moves, changes)

Available

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

vCIO SERVICES

vCIO stands for 'Virtual' Chief Information Officer. The Braver vCIO and team are there for you when you need
them. We will even work alongside your existing IT staff, strengthening your technological foothold to keep your
infrastructure running smoothly.
Think of a vCIO as one of the most essential pieces in your organization’s digital innovation team. Giving you
complete access to the knowledge and expertise of employing a full-time CIO, in addition to a variety of support
staff and engineers, providing a competitive advantage in a comparatively cost-effective way.
Taking regular strategic looks at your technology reports and
how all the pieces operate collectively will keep you ahead of
your competitors. Braver vCIO services provide:
• It Strategy Development + Compliance Needs
• Current/Future It Projects And Expenses
• Business Application Selection
• System Integrations
• Data And Business Intelligence
• Office Productivity
• Relationship Health And Partnership Alignment
• Support Metrics And Satisfaction Scores
• Intellectual Property Protection
• Disaster Recovery
• Employee On-Boarding
• Cybersecurity Training
Our goal is to provide you and your team with sound advice
and help guide you in the right direction so that you can
focus on running your business.
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One Support Number
Vendor Management
(Stop Dealing with 3rd Party Support)

Braver works with a whole slew of hardware
and software vendors every single day. A
big part of our daily lives involves building
relationships with vendors. We also know
our clients’ IT infrastructure, goals, and IT
differentials much better than any third-party
vendor ever could. It’s only natural for us
to extend these services to our partners.
When Braver Technology manages your
vendor relationships, you get a single
point of contact for all your troubleshooting
and support needs. In many cases, our
technicians could provide the solution faster
and more cost effectively than working with
support, and when we do need to reach out
to the vendor, we’re able to articulate the
issues faster.

Section 3

TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
We partner with some of the world’s leading technology innovators to provide
our clients with the highest quality solutions and services. Our long-standing and
enhanced partner relationships and market leading expertise in each partner’s
technologies allow us to tailor solutions to your unique needs. We are very
selective about the partners we choose and are highly accredited and recognized
for our excellence in bringing technology enabled solutions and services which
drive client success.
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SECURITY

1
ASSESS

Prepared for a Cyberattack?
A single breach is all it takes to wipe out years of your business’s
hard-earned reputation, data and profits.Protecting your infrastructure
from security threats, data loss, and downtime is tough enough. But,
juggling multiple strategies, processes, vendors, SLAs, and support
teams only adds complexity and leaves you open to security gaps and
data erosion.

Cyber Risk Management
Cyber Risk Management is both awareness of vulnerabilities and
actionable solutions. Our experienced advisors are here to help you
stay updated with the latest best practices across cybersecurity to offer
a well-rounded view of how, and more importantly, when new threats
emerge. With a robust management program, you will be able to identify
your environment’s unique risks and vulnerabilities, helping to prevent, or
at least deter, possible attacks.

Making the Investment
Cybersecurity is a proactive strategy; you have to make the investment
before something happens to your business, not in response to
something happening and the best time to get started is right now.
Regardless of whether you “feel” like your business is an active target of
cybercriminals, the fact is that all businesses face a risk of being targeted.
Making the investment in cybersecurity defenses will allow you to ward
off and/or minimize the majority of potential attacks with a strategy that
includes multilayered protection against current and emerging threats.
See what it’s like to have a partner in the fight. Experience the difference
between a sense of security and actual security.

Take the first step to strengthen
your business security. Let’s talk
about your defense in depth and
Identify and address you current
situation through our advanced
tools and comprehensive analysis.

2
PLAN
Our specialists have developed
a strategy that includes
multilayered protection against
current and emerging threats to
encompass your unique business
requirements.

3
IMPLEMENT
We’ll put the plan into action and
provide detailed reports tracking
your security strategy’s success
with all-inclusive solution and 24/7
protection for your data, network,
and manpower.

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

CLOUD SOLUTIONS

Braver offers cloud-based solutions for on-demand services, computer
networks, storage, applications, and resources, accessed via the
internet through a cloud computing infrastructure. The benefits of these
cloud-based solutions include increased capacity, scalability, functionality.
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THE ADVANTAGE

SECURITY

COST EFFECTIVE

The ability to access cloud-based
solutions from anywhere with
an internet connection paired
with the widespread adoption of
smartphones and faster mobile
networks has given our clients
a clear competitive advantage.
Transitioning to and managing
the cloud can also be a very
cost-effective
alternatives
to
tradition network set ups. You can
store tons of data accessible from
anywhere on cloud platforms, often
for free. If you measure that against
the number of external hard drives
and USBs you’d have to purchase,
and the difficulty accessing data
once you’ve stored on multiple
devices, you can see why cloud
storage has become popular.

If security is your main concern, you
should understand that the data you
save to the cloud is far more secure
than it is on your own hard drive. In
addition to the cloud servers being
stored offsite, heavily guarded,
and away from most personnel,
the data is also encrypted, making
hacking extremely laborious, if not
a formidable task for criminals.
Compare that to a malware infection
on your computer that could expose
all of your data to cybercrooks, and
even leave your files vulnerable to
ransomware threats.

Our cloud solutions grow your
business and give you all the
advantages of the cloud at a
small-business price. For a flat
monthly fee, we’ll host and manage
your infrastructure and applications
off-site for secure, streamlined, and
leaner operations. We implement
stringent cybersecurity protocols,
automatically back up data, and
provide remote, on-demand access.
You’ll enjoy improved productivity,
workflow agility, customer service,
and profits.

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

MICROSOFT OFFICE 365

Be Productive Anywhere

Secure Your Business

A Cost-Effective Solution

Get work done and stay connected
whether you’re working remotely
or onsite with web, mobile versions
and desktop versions of Office
apps for PC and Mac.

Help safeguard business data with
built-in security features to help
reduce security risks

Streamline IT setup, management,
and costs with a single productivity
solution.

• Chat, call, and host meetings
• Share documents in the cloud
• Collaborate using Office apps
• Connect via email and
calendar
• Email and calendaring
• File storage and sharing
• Teamwork and communication
20

• Defend against cyberthreats

• Improve user productivity

• Make customer data more
secure

• Save on automation and IT
costs

• Help secure your devices

• Consolidate vendor spend

• Manage users and devices

• Tools to build and manage
your business

• Security compliance
• Support and deployment
• Device management

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

CLEAN VOICE
Use Your Phone System Anywhere.
VoIP is the future of voice
communications for businesses.

24 x 7 x 365 Support

Unlimited Support from our entire team
included. Try before you buy.

Flexible Business Communication

MOBILE APP

Don’t have access to your business
phone? No Problem! You can download
the CleanVoice app on yur mobile phone
to send and receive calls directly from your
mobile phone.

DESKTOP + WEB BROWSER

Even if you don’t have your business
phone with you, you can send and receive
calls directly from your computer using the
web browser or desktop application.

Take your office phone
with you anywhere!
All you need is internet.

(broadband connection or Wi-Fi hot spot)

which means your customers
and employees can stay in
touch anywhere you are,
by calling your company’s
business phone.

Simple, Flexible, and Cost Eﬀective
Voice over IP (VoIP)
uses your LAN to
transmit data, and
doesn’t require
phone lines to be
run through the
office. Hardware and
Software telephony
capabilities.

LOCATION
INDEPENDENCE
21

Provides continuous
service and will
remain operational
despite electrical
outages or other
forms of service
interruption
for Increased
Productivity.

CONTINUITY

No more separate
systems for phone
and data.
Easy integration
with other IP telecommunication
services and
scalable- as your
business grows.

CONSISTENCY

Easily connect all
locations into one
central system.
Numbers can also
be conﬁgured to
ring simultaneously
on multiple devices,
such as your mobile
and landline, before
the call goes to
voicemail.

CENTRALITY

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
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CLEAN VOICE
Disaster Proof Phone System
Businesses that utilize VoIP save money and gain more
communication features.

FUNDAMENTAL FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Works anywhere you have an internet connection
(home, office, coffee shop...)
Use Web Browser as your phone
Use a Mobile App as your phone
Transfer calls between any locations
Ability to send SMS messages
Get phone numbers from any geography
As few as one phone number needed.
Virtual phone numbers
Cloud Extensions / Mobile office extensions / Support for softphones

PRICING

•
•
•
•

Unlimited support
Unlimited call volume
Easily increase or decrease extensions and
monthly charge
Swap out equipment at no charge

CARRIER

•
•
•

Level 3 backbone
ISP agnostic
System redundancy

CUSTOMER PORTAL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Assign business hours per line
Off hour / Holiday call routing
Ring groups / Auto attendant
Find me (digital assistant) forward calls locally or
remotely (via phone or web)
Incoming call identification (can assign names
labels to incoming lines)
CallerID routing / Blocking / Privacy screening
(listen live)

OUTBOUND

•
•
•
•

Unlimited Calling
International calling security
Outbound dialing rules
Outgoing call blocking ring groups

CALL MANAGEMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Call forwarding (busy/no answer)
Call hold / Call park / Call queue
Call recording
Call waiting indicator
Direct inward dialing (DID)
Do not disturb
Pick up clients on hold at any location
Speed dial
One button redial
1-6 Digit extension dialing
Virtual auto attendants multiple, Top or Sub-level

MUSIC / COMMERCIALS ON HOLD
• Custom or Default by phone number

DESK PHONES

VOICEMAIL
• Voicemail to email
• Voicemail to text
• SMS Notifications			

CALL CONFERENCING
• Conference bridges
• 3-Way Conference call
• Video conferencing

FAX
• Hosted fax option
• Incoming fax forwarding to email
• Send fax via email

•
•
•
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Self service admin. console
Accounting and activity reports / Graphs
Call detail records
Call traffic by extension
Automated billing
Shared line appearance hunt group
User dashboard

INCOMING CALLS

A variety of desk phone models
Cordless phones
Bluetooth headset
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DISASTER RECOVERY

Whether creating a disaster recovery
strategy from scratch or improving an
existing plan, anticipating, planning
for, surviving, and recovering from a
disaster depends on assembling the
right collaborative team of experts
to protect your mission-critical
applications and data and to stay
updated with the latest best practices
in order to:
◊ Minimize Interruption: Enable
your business to continue
operating with minimal
interruption.
◊ Limit Damages: Ability to
control the extent of damage
caused.
◊ Training and Preparation:
Train staff how to react in case
of a disaster. This preparation
will lower stress levels and
give your team a clear plan of
action when an event occurs.
◊ Restoration of Services:
Restore all mission-critical
services to their normal state
in a short period of time.
Determine the longest time you
are willing to wait until service
is restored (Recovery Time
Objective (RTO).
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Tapping into the expertise of IT
specialists will provide you with
expert guidance to facilitate your
rapid response to a disaster, taking
immediate action to reduce damage,
and resume operations as quickly as
possible and focus on the key areas:
◊ Crisis Management:
Commence recovery plans,
coordinating efforts throughout
the recovery process, and
resolving problems or delays
that emerge.
◊ Business Continuity: Ensure
that the recovery plan aligns
with the company’s business
needs, based on the business
impact analysis.
◊ Impact Assessment and
Recovery: The technical
expertise in IT infrastructure
encompassing servers,
storage, databases, and
networks.
◊ IT Applications: Monitor which
application activities should
be implemented based on a
restorative plan. Tasks include
application integrations,
application settings and
configuration, and data
consistency.

Invest in
Disaster
Recovery
Avoid Revenue Impact:
Businesses increasingly
depend on IT infrastructure;
any interruption in IT
infrastructure availability
leads to direct or indirect
revenue loss.
Maintain Customer
Satisfaction: Re-acquiring
customers and building trust
with them post a disaster is
very difficult; its far easier to
invest in a DR plan.
Cultivate Partner And
Client Confidence:
Exhibiting a well-defined DR
plan helps build confidence
within your partner/client
network.
Because Machines Fail:
IT infrastructure has shown
great improvement in terms
of resiliency, but weak
links persist; having a DR
plan helps when those
unforeseen issues happen.

Section 4

MEET
BRAVER

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

WHO WE ARE

Braver specializes in providing all aspects of technology
services and solutions, help desk support, vCIO services and
IT consulting to businesses across Eastern Massachusetts and
throuought Rhode Island.
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Through our extensive experience

Braver has earned a reputation

Our dedicated team loves seeing

as a technology innovator since

for delivering real solutions with

our clients succeed and believes

1989, we understand the needs of

real results. We focus on providing

that your success is our success

modern businesses. Our expertise

cost-effective

seamless

– as you grow, we grow. Great IT

has allowed us to build and develop

technology that will boost your

is more than support. An effective,

the infrastructure needed to provide

company’s

high

enterprise-level IT practices and

proactive to eliminate IT issues

requires effective leadership and

keep ahead of the up-and-coming

before

expensive

intelligent decision making. Braver

technology needs of our clients.

interruption, so you can continue to

can help you build and execute a

drive your business forward.

roadmap to success.

they

and
growth
cause

by

being

ROI

technology

strategy
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COMPANY PURPOSE

Kenny Rounds
CEO

Braver has worked hard to become
one of the leading go-to IT experts in
the area. We have been around the
block a time or two and have helped
hundreds of organizations align their
tactics and set new standards to
enhance their technology strategy for
consistent growth and stability.

MISSION STATEMENT

Braver strives to evolve the way organizations manage their technology by making it
as easy as possible. Providing exceptional value through comprehensive expertise
and access to cutting-edge technology and innovation, tailored to each company
and industry it serves. The only worry will be remembering your password. 

VISION STATEMENT

Braver Technology values its employees, clients and vendors - treating each with
respect and appreciation while cultivating an exceptional and positive environment
to do business. Braver is working towards becoming the leading go-to IT expert in
the area. Providing customer-centric service efficiency, quality products and the
most comprehensive safety and security options on the market to its clients.
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BRAVER CULTURE
STRONG POSITIVE CULTURE =

TRUST, PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY, STABILITY + INNOVATION
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TEAM

CLIENTS

VENDORS

Our
team
members
collaborate, share knowledge,
communicate,
and
most
importantly
support
one
another. Our core values shape
the culture of our organization
and define the character of
our company. This means you
have a well-oiled machine
with a positive, thriving work
environment on your side.

We treat our clients as if they
were our friends and partner
with them to build lasting
relationships. Since our earliest
days, our clients have been
the starting point and drive
everything we do. We are
devoted to meeting them on
their individua path, developing
the strategy and systems
needed for stability and growth.

A true partnership is a two-way
street based on a foundation
of mutual trust and respect
for one another’s expertise.
Our vendors embrace this
philosophy. We have a solid
framework in place and
tailor our partnerships on a
case-by-case basis, meeting
regularly to review programs
that will best fit with our client’s
needs.

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

BRAVER CORE VALUES

Our core values form the foundation and the fundamental beliefs that guide our
organization. They drive how important decisions are made and influence our
relationships with our clients and partners.
CUSTOMER FOCUSED

Our employees put the clients at the center of our business decision-making, developing
loyalty and building trust. We demonstrate that the customer experience matters across
our organization, uncovering and meeting customers’ needs, delivering excellent
customer service, and incorporating customer feedback into our strategy. Enthusiastic |
Goes Above and Beyond | Loves Making Clients Happy | Cleans Work Environment
| Passionate | Follows Up

PERSONABLE

Our employees are personable, friendly and get along well with other people. Most woul
dsay we are outgoing, charming, nice, bubbly, amiable, pleasing, or generous, but overall
we all add up to being pleasant. Great Personality | Friendly | Team Player | Helpful |
Supportive | Sense of Humor | Great to Work With | Positive | Easy to Talk to

KNOWLEDGEABLE

Our employees are knowledgeable and have or show a clear understanding of
many different facts about the world or about a particular subjects. Colectivly we are
exceedingly educated and well versed in in helping you with network management. Smart
| Willing to Learn | Thinks Outside the Box | Experienced | Offers Suggestions |
Multitasking | Innovative

DEDICATED

Our employees go above and beyond the scope of what’s written in their job description.
Living out this core value not only encourages people to do business with us, but it also
encourages our employees to continue to work for us, a few who have been with us for
over 10 years! Meticulous | Hard Working | Company Focused | Loyal | Thorough |
Willing to Help | Focused on Item at Hand | Accomodating

PROFESSIONAL

Our employees work and behaving in such a way that others think of them as competent,
reliable and respectful. The professionalism we expect from our team is a collection
of traits that put together make up an exceptional employee, and in turn, a successful
company. Well Groomed | Timely | Honest | Respectful | Genuine | Patient | Efficient
| Structured | Good mentor | Reliable/Dependable
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THE EXECUTIVE TEAM
The expertise and experience leading our dedicated team.

KENNY ROUNDS
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MIKE TAGLIAFERRI

SHAUN BURGESS

JESSICA BOURQUE

KEVIN CONNELLY

JO-ANNE DETROIA

JENN GERVAIS

JAMES GEYER

SCOTT LIBBY

RYAN MCCARTHY

ERIC MCDONALD

CARLOS NUNEZ

KEITH TINGUS

MIKE SOUSA

SARON UON

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

ARE WE A FIT?

OUR CLIENTS ARE DYNAMIC
They operate in different industries, and encompass a wide range of networks, systems, needs and
obstacles. We work very closely with our clients and spend the time adjusting, building, and perfecting
their technology infrastructure. We excel at helping our clients navigate all aspects of their business
and we work diligently to make technology more reliable and efficient on their journey.
We are seeking clients who are ready and willing to undertake this endeavor with us. These are the
businesses who understand the importance of technology, who are looking for modern approaches
to solving problems, and who use technology to eliminate inefficiencies and avoid everyday hurdles.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Clients should have confidence in our recommendations
and advice based on our extensive experience and
expertise and appreciate the efforts we make to
simplify their technology obligations and streamline
the processes.
We look for a collaborative relationship based on
mutual respect and trust to develop a full and thorough
understanding of the final objective to strategize and
implement the plan. Being responsive to calls, emails
and requests for information is an essential part of our
relationship.
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CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS
● Value having a trusted professional in their
corner and appreciate and value a collaborative
partnership.
● Open to change, expecting to be advised.
● Prepared to improve or enhance infrastructure and
consider technology as an investment.
● Proactive, early adopters, focused on quality tech
to support growth.
● Demonstrating good communication skills and
follow through on responsibilities.

BRAVER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

IT PROVIDER CHECKLIST

Use this checklist to compare it sertvice providers before you make a decision’
Company

A

•

Do they answer their phones live?

•

Do they have a written, guaranteed response time to support tickets you submit?

•

Do they provide weekend and after-hours support?

•

Do they take the time to explain things in plain English? No “geek speak”?

•

Do their technicians arrive on time and dressed professionally?

•

Do they provide detailed invoices explaining what you are paying for?

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Do they have adequate errors and omissions, business liability and workers’ comp
insurance to protect YOU?
Do they guarantee to complete projects on time and on budget in writing?
Do they insist on monitoring your network 24/7/365 to PREVENT problems from
turning into downtime, viruses and other issues?
Do they provide a report for backups, patches and updates so you know for sure that
your systems are secure and protected?
Do they help you navigate HIPPA regulations?
Do they have multiple technicians on staﬀ who are familiar with your network, or are
they a “one-man band” who could go sick or missing when you need them?
Is their “all-inclusive” support plan truly all-inclusive? What’s NOT included?
Do they insist on monitoring on-site AND oﬀ-site backups? Do they insist on doing
periodic test restores of your backups?
Do they insist on backing up your network BEFORE a project or upgrade?
Will they provide a disaster recovery plan for getting your network restored fast in the
event of a disaster as part of their service, or is that extra?

•

Is their help desk US-based or outsourced overseas?

•

Do their technicians maintain certiﬁcations and participate in ongoing training?

•
•

Do they provide a comprehensive cybersecurity protection plan? Do they provide
cybersecurity training to your employees?
Will they take ownership of dealing with your ISP, phone company and line-ofbusiness applications, or are you on your own?

Your Choice…
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